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seeming   to   match   external   spiral   cords,   and   extending   well   into   aperture.   Shell
horn-colored,   suffused   with   light   brown   arranged   in   2   indistinct   spiral   bands,   the
widest   occupying   posterior   half   of   body   whorl,   and   the   other   the   center   third   of
anterior   half.   Periostracum   brown,   but   not   describable   from   remaining   traces.

Type-locality.  —  200   fathoms,   90   miles   SSE   of   Pascagoula,   Mississippi   (R/V
Oregon   Station   4156)

Distribution.  —  At   present   known   only   from   the   type-locality   and   nearby   R/V
Oregon   Station   4154.

Etymology.  —  Named   for   Dr.   Joseph   Rosewater,   Curator,   Division   of   Mollusks,
National   Museum   of   Natural   History,   Smithsonian   Institution,   in   recognition   of
his   contributions   to   malacology   and   in   appreciation   of   the   assistance   he   has   given
me   over   a   period   of   many   years.   Dr.   Rosewater   was   also   the   first   to   recognize
this   species   as   new   and   kindly   made   the   specimens   available   for   study   and   de-
scription.

Discussion.  —  Comparison   of   Cancellaria   rosewateri   with   Caribbean   and   Pan-
amic   species   is   difficult   as   there   are   no   known   species,   Recent   or   Tertiary,   which
are   similar.   Cancellaria   obtusa   Deshayes,   1830,   of   the   Panamic-Pacific   Province,
has   similar   sculpture   but   has   a   straighter   columella   with   unequal   plications.   Can-

cellaria darwini   Petit,   1970,   from  the  Galapagos  Islands,   has  sculpture  that  is
primarily   spiral   but   possesses   a   straight   columella.   The   shape   of   the   aperture   and
the   columella   of   Cancellaria   rosewateri   closely   resemble   those   features   in   species
of   the   Indo-Pacific   genus   Merica.   Species   of   Merica   also   have   spiral   sculpture,
but   not   in   the   form   of   smooth   bands   as   on   C.   rosewateri.   Also,   the   outer   lip   of
Merica   is   markedly   prosocline   with   a   distinct   stromboid   notch.   In   C.   rosewateri
the   outer   lip   is   only   slightly   prosocline   and   lacks   any   evidence   of   a   stromboid
notch.   Cancellaria   rosewateri   has   many   characters   in   common   with   C.   dalli   (An-

derson &  Martin,  1914)  as  figured  by  Addicott  (1970:117,  pi.  15,  figs.  11-13,  23,
27),   but   that   species   is   described   as   having   two   columellar   folds.   Some   European
Tertiary   cancellariids   have   been   placed   in   Merica   by   various   authors   but   it   is
doubtful   that   any   of   these   are   congeneric   with   the   Indo-Pacific   type.
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A   NEW   SPECIES   OF   POLYMORPHIC   FISH,
CICHLASOMA   MINCKLEYI,   FROM

CUATRO   CIENEGAS,   MEXICO
(TELEOSTEI:   CICHLIDAE)

Irv   Kornfield   and   Jeffrey   N.   Taylor

Abstract.  —  Cichlasoma   minckleyi   is   described   from   the   Cuatro   Cienegas   basin,
Coahuila,   Mexico.   Discrete   morphological   variants   occurring   sympatrically   with-

in  this   taxon   incorporate   differences   normally   separating   distinct   congeners.   Vari-
ation is  partitioned  into  two  non-overlapping  body  forms  (deep-bodied  and  slen-

der-bodied) within  which  occur  two  distinct  pharyngeal  morphs  (papilliform  and
molariform),   each   maintained   at   high   frequencies   in   natural   populations.   Field
observations   of   matings   both   between   morphs   and   between   forms   have   estab-
hshed   conspecificity   of   morphological   variants.   The   dichotomous   intraspecific
variation   presented   by   C.   minckleyi   suggests   that   phenetic   characterization   alone
may   be   insufficient   to   dehneate   biological   species   within   some   members   of   the
Cichhdae.

An   unusual   neotropical   cichhd   has   received   considerable   attention   from   evo-
lutionary biologists  because  of  discrete,  pronounced  morphological  and  trophic

variation.   The   specific   status   of   this   fish   had   been   unresolved   because   the   mag-
nitude of  morphological  variation  suggested  the  existence  of  at  least  three  closely

related   taxa   (LaBounty   1974),   while   biochemical   analysis   strongly   supported   the
existence   of   a   single   polymorphic   species   (Sage   and   Selander   1975).   Recent   field
studies   (Kornfield   et   al.   1982)   have   confirmed   the   biochemical   analyses   and   es-

tablished conspecificity  among  morphological  variants.  Described  here  is  Cich-
lasoma minckleyi,  a  new  species  of  polymorphic  cichhd  endemic  to  the  Cuatro

Cienegas   basin,   Coahuila,   Mexico.

Methods

Standard   counts   and   measurements   were   recorded   following   the   procedures   of
Taylor   and   Miller   (1980).   Measurements   and   qualitative   shape   descriptions   of
pharyngeal   jaws   were   taken   from   Barel   et   al.   (1977)   with   the   following   additions:
mid-pharyngeal   jaw   width   (MPW)   is   the   distance   between   the   margins   of   the
dentigerous   area   of   the   lower   pharyngeal   jaw   at   the   midpoint   of   lower   pharyngeal
length   parallel   to   the   line   of   measured   lower   pharyngeal   width;   pharyngeal   jaw
horn  width  (PH  W)  is   the  maximum  distance  across  one  horn  (ramus)   of   the  lower
pharyngeal   jaw.   Head   width   (HW)   is   the   maximum   distance   between   opercula
measured   over   the   body   (with   no   caliper   compression)   at   the   central,   fullest
portion   of   the   operculum.

Specimens   are   deposited   in   the   Museum   of   Zoology,   the   University   of   Michigan
(UMMZ)   and   the   National   Museum   of   Natural   History,   Washington,   D.C.
(USNM).
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Cichlasoma   minckleyi,   new   sp.ecies
Figs.   1-9,   Tables   1-3

Cichlasoma   cf.   cyanoguttatum   Hubbs   and   Miller,   1965:52.
Cichlasoma   sp.   Taylor   and   Minckley,   1966:19-21   (including   radiographs   of   troph-

ic  morphs).—  Taylor,   1966:161-162,   pi.   8,   fig.   2;   pi.   9,   figs.   1-2.—  Miller,   1968:
6.—  Minckley,   1969:44^5.—  Kornfield   and   Koehn,   1975:427^37.—  Sage   and
Selander,   1975:4669-4673.—  Hoogerhoud   and   Barel,   1978:52-56.—  Hutchinson,
1978:180-181,   fig.   113.—  Kornfield,   1978:336.—  Minckley,   1978:394-397,399-
401._VermeijandCovich,   1978:836-837.—  Deacon   era/.,   1979:42.—  Liem,   1979:
121.—  Thompson,   1979:680-681,   fig.   9e.—  Graves   and   Rosenblatt,   1980:243.—
Turner   and   Grosse,   1980:259,269.—  Jimenez   et   al.,   1981:409^11.—  Kornfield
etal.,   1982:658-664.

Parapetenia   sp.   LaBounty,   1974:5,   46,   54-64,   73,   99,   figs.   7-9,   11,   15,   23,   25,   33,
34,  tables  1,   3,   5-8.

Cichlasoma   minckleyi   Kornfield,   1981:96-97   (nomen   nudum).

Diagnosis.  —  A   polymorphic   species   endemic   to   the   Cuatro   Cienegas   basin   in
Coahuila,   Mexico,   placed   tentatively   in   the   Parapetenia   group   (Regan   1906-08)
and   distinguished   from   other   members   of   the   group   by   the   sympatric   occurrence
of   individuals   of   two   discretely-variant   body   forms   (deep-bodied   and   slender-
bodied)   within   each   of   which   two   distinct   pharyngeal   morphs   (papilliform   and
molariform)   are   represented.   In   addition,   there   are   typically   XVI,   10-11   dorsal
ray   elements,   V,   8-9   anal   fin   elements,   14   pectoral   fin   rays,   11-12   gill   rakers,   and
29   vertebrae.   The   caudal   peduncle   is   relatively   slender   with   the   length   equal   to
or   (usually)   greater   than   the   least   depth.   Sexual   dichromatism,   as   developed   in
breeding   adults,   is   uniquely   diagnostic   for   this   species:   males   are   dark-green   to
black   with   the   body   and   fins   peppered   with   pale   bluish   spots,   while   females   are
snowy-white   with   distinctly   contrasting   black   markings   along   the   flank.

Holotype.  —  UMMZ   209434,   93.4   mm   SL   male,   deep-bodied   form,   papilliform
morph,   Posos   de   la   Becerra,   15.7   km   by   road   SSW   of   Cuatro   Cienegas   de   Car-
ranza,   Coahuila,   Mexico,   R.   R.   Miller   and   family,   C.   L.   Hubbs,   W.   L.   Minckley,
D.   R.   Tindall,   and   J.   E.   Craddock,   6   Apr   1961.

Paratypes.—{di\\   from   Coahuila,   Mexico):   UMMZ   130385   (9),   20-54   mm,   and
UMMZ   130395   (19),   18-70   mm,   Cuatro   Cienegas,   E.   G.   Marsh,   Jr.,   18   Sept   1939;
UMMZ   179180   (2),   69   and   84   mm,   Escobeda,   hot   spring   10.1   km   S   of   Cuatro
Cienegas,   W.   L.   Minckley   and   J.   E.   Craddock,   17   Aug   1960;   UMMZ   179184   (1),
28   mm,   irrigation   ditch   (La   Angostura)   from   El   Garabatal   River,   2.6   km   S   of
Cuatro   Cienegas,   Minckley   and   Craddock,   18   Aug   1960;   UMMZ   179194   (148),   14-
34   mm,   ditch   (La   Angostura   canal)   from   El   Garabatal,   6.6   km   WSW   of   Cuatro
Cienegas,   Minckley,   Craddock,   and   others,   19   Aug   1960;   UMMZ   179200   (9),   14-
74   mm,   Laguna   San   Marcos   at   San   Marcos,   24.2   km   by   road   SSW   of   Cuatro
Cienegas,   Minckley,   Craddock,   and   others,   20   Aug   1960;   UMMZ   179216   (5),   9-
144   mm,   Rio   Mesquites,   9.0   km   S   of   Cuatro   Cienegas,   Minckley,   Craddock,   and
others,   21-22   Aug   1960;   UMMZ   179224   (12),   15-31   mm,   Altamira   (6.4   km   ENE
of   El   Candido),   16   km   S   and   4.8   km   E   of   Cuatro   Cienegas,   Minckley   and   Crad-

dock,  23   Aug   1960;   UMMZ   179832   and   USNM   229347   (155),   25-135   mm,   col-
lected  with   holotype;   UMMZ   179838   (25),   28-114   mm,   Puente   Colorado,   10.2

km   S   of   Cuatro   Cienegas,   Miller,   Hubbs,   Minckley,   and   Tindall,   6   Apr   1961;
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